
 
 
 

 
 

 Market News,  June 06th , 2019  

  

CRYPTOCURRENCY MARKET NEWS 

(News No.12) 

 

1. Focus of Financial Information and Market 

World Bank lowers 2019 global growth forecast, maintains projection for China. What are next? What’s latest news and headlines around 

the world related to the state of the global economy? Follow this cryptocurrencies newsletter to get all updates. 

 Australia goes on the defensive with record-low interest rate 

 Fed chairman says central bank will ‘act as appropriate’ to sustain the expansion 

 China Commerce Ministry: US trade dispute will need to be solved with dialogue and mutual respect 

 Gold notches 5th straight session climb, longest run of gains since January 

 Oil prices climb, ending 4-session streak of declines 

 UBS and others to use bitcoin-like token for trade settlement. Companies have invested $63.2m in Fnality International 

 Facebook in talks with US regulator over digital currency called GlobalCoin 



 
 
 

 
 

 WORLD NEWS The Degree of Influence 

1 

Australia goes on the defensive with record-low interest rate 

The Reserve Bank of Australia on Tuesday lowered the policy rate by 25 basis points to 1.25%, the 

first rate cut since August 2016. 

Yet some in the market expect the Reserve Bank to lower the rate again in August and November to 

promote employment further. The rate could hit 0.75%, said Bill Evans, chief economist at 

Australian banking group Westpac 

Positive ( +)  

 

2 

Fed chairman says central bank will ‘act as appropriate’ to sustain the expansion 

Powell suggests interest rates could be cut if trade tensions damage economic outlook 

“We do not know how or when these issues will be resolved. We are closely monitoring the 

implications of these developments for the U.S. economic outlook and, as always, we will act as 

appropriate to sustain the expansion, with a strong labor market and inflation near our symmetric 

2% objective,” Powell said in a speech. 

While the Fed had previously stated it wanted to be patient with changes on interest rates, stock 

SPX, +2.14% and bond markets TMUBMUSD10Y, -1.38%  now think the Fed will be forced to cut 

interest rates this year. Many Wall Street economists agree 

Negative (-) 

 

3 
US government bond yields for the 10-year period also showed a positive move 

US government bond yields for the 10-year period also showed a positive move, after reaching its 

Neutral  



 
 
 

 
 

lowest level in 20 months on June 3, fluctuating at 2.14%. However, the difference between 10-year 

and 3-month bonds is still negative. This reversal is what the Fed considers "critical" if it still exists, 

according to the Fed's vice president. 

4 

China Commerce Ministry: US trade dispute will need to be solved with dialogue and mutual 

respect 

“The Chinese side always believes that the differences and frictions between the two sides in the 

economic and trade field will ultimately need to be resolved through dialogue and consultation,” the 

ministry says. 

“However, consultations are principled and need to be based on mutual respect, equality and mutual 

benefit,” the statement adds. 

The comments came after the U.S. and China ramped up threats in the ongoing trade war after the 

negotiations fell through early May 

 

Neutral  

5 

Gold notches 5th straight session climb, longest run of gains since January 

Gold futures finished with a modest gain Tuesday to tally a fifth straight session climb, as a broad 

rise in benchmark U.S. stock indexes failed to knock prices for the haven metal lower. 

Gold for August delivery on Comex GCM19, -0.06% rose 80 cents, or nearly 0.1%, to settle at 

$1,328.70 an ounce after spending much of the session struggling for direction. The settlement was 

Positive ( +)  

 



 
 
 

 
 

the highest since Feb. 25, according to FactSet data. Futures for gold have now posted gains for five 

consecutive sessions, the longest since a similar streak ended on Jan. 31. 

July silver SIN19, -0.11% added 2.9 cents, or 0.2%, to $14.769 an ounce, after rising 1.2% on 

Monday. 

6 

U.S. Companies Add Fewest Jobs Since 2010, ADP Data Show 

Companies in May added the fewest U.S. workers in any month since 2010, suggesting a potential 

pullback in the labor market amid weakness in some parts of the economy. 

Private payrolls increased by 27,000 after a downwardly revised 271,000 gain in April, according to 

data released Wednesday by the ADP Research Institute. That compares with the median estimate 

of 185,000 in a Bloomberg survey of economists. 

The US dollar index, measuring the strength of the greenback against a basket of six major 

currencies, fell 0.1 percent to 96,928 at 10:32 AM ET (14:32 GMT). 

Negative (-) 

 

7 

Oil prices climb, ending 4-session streak of declines 

West Texas Intermediate crude for July delivery CLN19, +0.25% added 23 cents, or 0.4%, to settle 

at $53.48 a barrel on the New York Mercantile Exchange — two pennies short of recouping all that 

it lost a day earlier. It fell Monday for a fourth consecutive session to settle at $53.25, the lowest 

since mid-February. 

A settlement at or below $53.04 for the front-month contract would mark WTI’s entry into a bear 

Negative (-) 

 



 
 
 

 
 

market, according to Dow Jones Market Data, defined as a drop of 20% or more from its recent 

high. Its most recent high was $66.30 on April 23. On Tuesday, it tapped an intraday low of $52.43. 

August Brent BRNQ19, +0.21% rose 69 cents, or 1.1%, to finish at $61.97 a barrel on ICE Futures 

Europe. It settled Monday at $61.28, the lowest front-month contract settlement since Jan. 28. Brent 

prices trade nearly 17% below the settlement high seen in April. A finish below $59.656, would 

mark Brent’s entry into a bear market 

8 

IMF cuts China growth forecast to 6.2% citing trade risks 

China's economic growth "is expected to moderate to 6.2% and 6.0% in 2019 and 2020, 

respectively," the IMF said. The Washington-based organization previously projected a 6.3% 

growth this year for the world's second largest economy. 

Positive ( +)  

 

9 

World Bank lowers 2019 global growth forecast, maintains projection for China 

WASHINGTON -- The World Bank on Tuesday lowered its global growth forecast for 2019 to 2.6 

percent, while maintaining its growth projection for China at 6.2 percent, according to the newly 

released semi-annual Global Economic Prospects report. 

Global gross domestic product (GDP) growth in 2019 was downgraded to a "weaker-than-expected" 

2.6 percent, 0.3 percentage point below previous estimate in January, the report said. Global growth 

is projected to inch up to 2.7 percent in 2020 

Positive ( +)  

 

 



 
 
 

 
 

  CRYPTOCURRENCIES NEWS The Degree of Influence 

1 

UBS and others to use bitcoin-like token for trade settlement. Companies have invested 

$63.2m in Fnality International 

The 14 firms — a group that includes big banks in the US, Europe and Japan — have created a 

new company to control the development of the token, called the utility settlement coin, or USC. 

They have collectively invested £50m ($63.2 m) in the company, Fnality International. 

Positive ( +)  

 

2 

John McAfee Says He Is Launching His Own ‘Freedom’ Cryptocurrency 

John McAfee, the famous and infamous security pioneer and cryptocurrency enthusiast, is set to 

launch his own eponymously named currency, the McAfee Freedom Coin, this fall. 

A white paper is forthcoming, but on the currency’s webpage, McAfee said that the coin is not 

subject to relative price setting mechanisms of other fiat currencies or digital assets. 

Positive ( +)  

 

3 

Binance Cryptocurrency Exchange Testing British Pound Stablecoin 

Major cryptocurrency exchange Binance is apparently testing a British pound stablecoin on its 

native blockchain, Binance Chain, according to a Twitter post on June 3. 

Twitter user CryptosBatman noticed that the listing “$BGBP” appeared on the Binance platform. 

Binance CEO Changpeng Zhao has commented on the tweet, confirming that a pound stablecoin 

is in the testing phase, with only £200 minted. 

Neutral  



 
 
 

 
 

4 

Facebook in talks with US regulator over digital currency called GlobalCoin 

Facebook's upcoming cryptocurrency project is getting more real by the day.  

According to the Financial Times, the social media giant is in talks with the U.S. Commodity 

Futures Trading Commission (CFTC) about its project to launch a digital coin of its own.  

The report quotes Christopher Giancarlo, the head of the CFTC, as saying that the regulator is in 

"very early stages of conversations" with Facebook about the project. 

Positive ( +)  

 

5 

Bitcoin Indicator Flashes a Sell Signal as Slump Accelerates 

As euphoria over cryptocurrencies deflates in the wake of Bitcoin’s biggest monthly surge in 

almost two years, technical indicators are showing there could be more pain ahead. 

The GTI Vera Convergence-Divergence indicator, which detects positive and negative trends, 

flashed a sell signal for the first time since April, suggesting there could be further downside as 

Bitcoin halts its recent monster rally. 

Bitcoin fell as much as 12 per cent to $US7,544.42 in New York trading. The slump follows the 

coin's 62 per cent surge in May, the biggest monthly gain since the height of the crypto bubble in 

August 2017. 

Negative (-) 

 

6 

Apple Adds CryptoKit Framework To iOS 13. Will It Bring A Crypto Wallet? 

Apple releases CryptoKit to developers 

First reported by CCN, Apple has quietly rolled out a new CryptoKit framework with iOS 13 for 

Positive ( +)  

 



 
 
 

 
 

developers. The tech giant made the beta version of iOS 13 available to developers soon after the 

announcement. Is the iPhone maker planning to add a cryptocurrency wallet to iPhones? It’s too 

early to predict, but the company does seem interested in exploring the cryptographic 

functionality. 

 

The CryptoKit framework will allow developers to integrate operations such as key generation, 

hashing, and encryption to their apps. It will also enable the use of public-key cryptography to 

“create and evaluate digital signatures, and to perform key exchange.” It also allows you to store 

and manage private keys in the Secure Enclave. 

Early rumors that the new Galaxy S10 would incorporate a secure feature allowing the storage of 

crypto keys appeared long before its launch. They were reinforced by leaked images in January 

showing an app called Samsung Blockchain Keystore in the Galaxy S10 menu which, according 

to its description, allows you to secure and manage your blockchain private keys. In February, 

when the new flagship phone was released, Samsung revealed it came with “secure storage backed 

by hardware, which houses your private keys for blockchain-enabled mobile services.” 

 

 



 
 
 

 
 

  IZI NEWS The Degree of Influence 

1 

IZI's market capitalization continues to drop to $192 million (down more than 39% from $ 319 ) . 

Following the link below for more information: 

https://etherscan.io/token/0xdf59c8ba19b4d1437d80836b45f1319d9a429eed 

Negative (-) 

  

https://etherscan.io/token/0xdf59c8ba19b4d1437d80836b45f1319d9a429eed


 
 
 

 
 

1. Comparison Table for summary of important product 

 

  

Comparison Table  ( In USD) 

Name of  Product Current Price 
The price of the 

previous day 
Change Note  

Bitcoin 
7,781.00 7,789.30 -0.11% 

  

Ethereum 
245.77 246.25 -0.19% 

  

Brent Oil Futures 
60.59 60.63 -0.07% 

  

Crude Oil WTI Futures 
51.73 51.61 0.23% 

  

Gold 
1,333.35 1,335.25 -0.14% 

  

Dow Jones 
25,539.57 25332.18 0.82% 

  

USD Index 
97.248 97.287 -0.04% 

  



 
 
 

 
 

2. CRYPTOCURRENCIES MARKET COMMENT 

BTC 

 



 
 
 

 
 

1st Support Level (Long term) $5,00-$6,200 1st Resistance Level ( day) $8,000-8,500 

2nd Support Level (week) $6,200-$6,800 2nd Resistance Level ( week) $9,000-

$9,500 

3rd Support Level (day) $6,800-7,200 3rd Resistance Level ( Long term) $10,000 

4th Support Level (short term) $7,700 4th Resistance Level ( Long term) $12,000 

 

- After failure of testing the target $ 9,000,  the BTC was unable to hold prices above $ 8,500, the BTC turned down sharply to touch 

SL4 at $7,700 with relatively high selling volume, with trading volume on June 5 showing support is weaker than selling force. 

- The BTC price has broken the rising channel in the past. 

- While the technical indicators have not shown signs of price reversal, the probability of BTC retesting the price of $ 6,200- $ 6,800 

in the near future is rather high. 

Recommendation: 

- Short-term investor should limit swing trading . 

- Long-term investors : should reduce the proportion of safety, carry out transactions at long-term RL &SL respectively, paying 

attention to the confirmation of cash flow back.   



 
 
 

 
 

ETH 

 



 
 
 

 
 

 

1st Support Level (Long term) $164 1st Resistance Level ( day) $270-290 

2nd Support Level (week) $183 2nd Resistance Level ( week) $320 

3rd Support Level (day) $220 3rd Resistance Level ( Long term) $290-$320 

4th Support Level (short term) $230 4th Resistance Level ( Long term) $320-390 

 

- ETH also fell sharply following the slip of $ 255 simultanious the BTC discount 

- This is a necessary adjustment when the price is too far from the price increase channel. 

- As current technical indicators, ETH prices will continue to tend to decrease to $ 220 

Recommendation: 

- Short-term investors can have swing trading in the range of $ 220- $ 230. 

-  Long-term investors : should sell ETH down to the safety proportion, especially, observe the cash flow back to consider buying more 

ETH in SL field. 

  



 
 
 

 
 

IZI 

 



 
 
 

 
 

1st Support Level (Long term) - 1st Resistance Level ( day) $0.31-0.36 

2nd Support Level (week) $0.05 2nd Resistance Level ( week) $0.38-0.5 

3rd Support Level (day) $0.1 3rd Resistance Level ( Long term) $0.6-0.65 

4th Support Level (short term) $0.11-0.15 4th Resistance Level ( Long term) $0.17-0.3 

 

- Although the trading volume decreased gradually, IZI continued to be sold off. This shows that the market is losing patience. 

- IZI is strongly affected by the impact of the decline from the common money market. This is a normal phenomenon for a new token on 

the exchanges. 

- The current price zone may trigger two events: long-term investors start buying or triggering sell-off investors continue. 

Note: 

- It is expected that this oscillation can continue to prolong and continue to have strong shaking.  



 
 
 

 
 

CONTACT: 

Website: https://www.izichain.network 

Newsletters: https://www.izichain.network/ban-tin.html 

Twitter: https://twitter.com/chain_izi 

Telegram Channel: https://t.me/izichainnetworkchannel 

Telegram Global: https://t.me/izichainnetwork 

Telegram Vietnam: https://t.me/izichainvietnam 

Telegram Indonesia: https://t.me/izichainindonesia 

Telegram Philippines: https://t.me/izichainphilippine 

Telegram Indian: https://t.me/izichainindia 

Telegram Bangladesh:  https://t.me/izichainbangladesh 

Telegram Persian:  https://t.me/izichainiran  

Telegram Turkey: https://t.me/izichainturkey 

Telegram Africa : https://t.me/izichainafrica   

https://www.izichain.network/
https://www.izichain.network/ban-tin.html
https://twitter.com/chain_izi
https://t.me/izichainnetworkchannel
https://t.me/izichainnetwork
https://t.me/izichainvietnam
https://t.me/izichainindonesia
https://t.me/izichainphilippine
https://t.me/izichainindia
https://t.me/izichainbangladesh
https://t.me/izichainiran
https://t.me/izichainturkey


 
 
 

 
 

Coineal Exchange: 

http://h5.coineal.com/business.html?s=IZI-USDT 

https://www.coineal.com/trade_center.html 

 

Coingecko:  

https://www.coingecko.com/en/coins/izichain 

 

Etherscan:  

https://etherscan.io/token/0xdf59c8ba19b4d1437d80836b45f1319d9a429eed  

http://h5.coineal.com/business.html?s=IZI-USDT
https://www.coineal.com/trade_center.html
https://www.coingecko.com/en/coins/izichain
https://etherscan.io/token/0xdf59c8ba19b4d1437d80836b45f1319d9a429eed


 
 
 

 
 

NOTICE: 

- This newsletter is produced by the IZIChain, released daily to you hang. This message provides information and ideas is only for 

reference purposes.  

 

- This message no intention and purpose constitute financial advice, investment, transaction, or any other advice. This message  not to 

be construed as a solicitation or an offer to buy or sell any currencies. Information and comments do not mean to endorse or 

recommend any cryptocurrencies or other investment vehicles based on mass media. IZIChain tried in the scope may use the 

information complete and reliable, but we have not confirmed the information given is absolutely correct and complete.  

 

- The reader should also note that unless otherwise stated, the IZIChain and 3rd party data provider  does not warrant the accuracy, 

completeness and timeliness of the data that we provide and will is not responsible for any damage related to the use of these data is 

guaranteed the right common , partial or whole this newsletter are not corrected, reproduced in any form without the consent in 

writing of IZIChain. Sincerely thank customers. 

 


